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ABSTRACT 
The model of multitape finite automaton is generalized by allowing the automaton 
to rewind all its tapes simultaneously at any stage in its computation. This added 
capability is shown to yield the Boolean closure of the class of word relations defined 
by multitape finite automata. Several properties of this extended model are investigated. 
In particular it is shown that this model is incomparable to the nondeterministic 
multitape finite automata nd is strictly weaker than two-way multitape finite automata. 
INTRODUCTION 
Finite automata with several input tapes have been studied extensively in the 
past several years. Interest in this model stems from its relevance to logic [2, 3], 
automata theory [4-6], and formal languages [1, 7]. The model enjoys several proper- 
ties characteristic of finite automata, such as characterization i terms of (modified) 
regular expressions, as well as several properties characteristic of pushdown automata, 
such as sensitivity to the addition of nondeterministic behavior (i.e., the nondeter- 
ministic model is strictly more powerful than the deterministic model). However, 
a number of basic questions concerning such automata remain unanswered. Notable 
among these open problems are to determine if one can effectively decide whether 
two deterministic one-way multitape finite automata are behaviorally equivalent 
(define the same word relation); and to find a class of multitape finite automata 
which defines the Boolean closure of the class of relations defined by deterministic 
one-way multitape finite automata (cf. [2, 4, and 5]). This paper investigates a class 
of automata which solves this latter problem. 
We generalize the definition of deterministic one-way multitape finite automaton 
by allowing the automaton to rewind all input tapes simultaneously at certain points 
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in its computation. We show that the class of word relations defined by such rewind 
automata is a Boolean algebra of sets, and is, in fact, the Boolean closure of the class 
of relations defined by deterministic one-way automata. We then show that the class 
of relations defined by rewind automata is not closed under the operations of 
concatenation, Kleene closure, or reversal. The techniques developed are then used 
to prove that the class of rewind multitape automata nd the class of nondeterministic 
multitape automata re incomparable in the sense that neither class is strictly more 
powerful than the other. We also show that the class of two-way multitape finite 
automata is strictly more powerful than the class of rewind multitape finite automata. 
Finally we mention the (obvious) unsolvability of several problems concerning 
rewind automata. 
BASIC DEFINITIONS 
An alphabet Z is a finite set of elements called letters. A word over Z is a finite 
(possibly empty) string of occurrences of letters of Z. We denote by L(t) the number 
of letter occurrences in word t. We denote the empty word by e, i.e., L(e) = O. We 
denote letters by numerals or Greek letters, and we denote words by Latin letters. 
Wc assume familiarity with the various operations on words and sets of words 
(see, for example, Rabin and Scott [4]). For any set W of words, W r denotes the 
reversal of IV, W* denotes the (Kleene) closure of W, and [W] k denotes the k-fold 
cross-product of W with itself. For finite sets S, #(S)  denotes the cardinality of S, 
and P(S) denotes the set of all proper subsets of S, i.e., P(S) ---- {W: W~ S}. 
An n-tuple of words over Z is an n-tuple <t 1 ..... t,> where each ti is a word 
over ~r. 
Let W 1 ..... W,~ be m sets of n-tuples of words (i.e., each W~ is an n-ary word 
relation), and let F be an m-ary operation on words IF = F(q  ..... t,~)]. Then F is 
extended to an m-ary operation of n-tuples of words coordinate-wise: 
F(<tt ~ ..... tn'> ..... <tt%..., tnm))= {F(tl l , . . . ,  qm) ..... F(t ~,..., tj~)>; 
and to an m-ary operation on sets of n-tuple of words thus: 
F(Wt  ..... W,~) = {F(<q ~ ..... t~ 15 ..... <t~ m, .... tn'~>) : the n-tuple <t,' ..... t~'> is in W;}. 
I.(Z') is the universal set of n-tuples of words over Z. Thus, In(Z ) = [Z*] n. We 
shall often write I .  when Z is clear from context. 
For W in [ . (Z) ,  we define W* = ~,o  Wt, where W ~ = {<e ..... e>}, and 
W ~+1 = WW ~ for each i. 
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I. MULTITAPE FINITE AUTOMATA 
1.1. The Models 
The model of a deterministic n-tape finite automaton (n-DA) was introduced by 
Rabin and Scott [4]. The formalism we employ differs from theirs in one respect. 
We designate two internal configurations of our n-DA to be halting states; every 
computation is ended by entering one of these states. 
DEFINITION I. A deterministic n-tape (n > 0) finite automaton, n-DA, is an 
8-tuple (K, s A , SR, 27, $, F, M, So) where 
(1) K is a finite set (of states) of the form 
K = {(x, S) : x ~ K #, S ~ P({1,..., n})} for some finite set K#;  1 
(2) SA and SR are special symbols, not in K (the accept and reject states, 
respectively); 
(3) 2: is an alphabet (of input symbols); 
(4) $ is a symbol not in 27 (the end-tape symbol); 
(5) F (the tape-selector function) is a function from Kinto {1,..., n} which maps 
F :K  # •  ..... n} - -S  for S in P({1 ..... n)); 
(6) M (the next state function) is 
(a) M: (K  # • • X~ K # 
(b) for qin K # • {S}, 
M(q, 8) is in {SA, SR} U (K # 
a funct ion on K X (2J W {$}): 
x {S}, ~ 
• {(S u {F(q))))) if #(S)  < n --  1, 
M(q, $) is in {sA, SR} if #(S)  = n -- 1; 
(7) s o is in K # • {~} (the initial state). 
Since SA, SR, 2, and $ will be understood, we shall often denote an n-DA as 
(K, M, F, So). 
An n-DA consists of a control unit which is capable of assuming a finite number 
of distinct configurations called states, and n tape channels, each with a single read 
head. Initially, the n-DA is in state So, with each read head positioned on the left-most 
symbol of a word of the form t$, where t is a word over 27, and $ is the special end-tape 
1 Recall that P(S) = 2s--{S}. 
2 S ~ {1 ..... n} is the set of indices of those input tapes that have been totally scanned 
(including the end-tape symbol). 
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symbol. At each time unit the n-DA reads the symbol scanned by the read head on 
the tape associated (via the F function) with the current state and shifts that tape one 
square to the left. On the basis of the current state and the symbol scanned, the 
n-DA changes tate. The n-DA halts upon entering state sA or SR, which can occur 
after any read head has scanned its end-tape symbol and which must occur by the 
time all read heads have. The n-tuple of words on the tape channels is accepted or 
rejected according as the halting state is sh or SR, respectively. We make the restriction 
that once a read head has scanned the end-tape symbol, no further eads are initiated 
with that read head (cf. definitions of the M and F functions). 
We formalize the concept of a computation by an n-DA. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 91 be an n-DA (K, sA, sR, 27, $, F, M,  So). Let the n-tuple of 
words (tl ,..., in) be on the tape channels of 91. 
(a) The instantaneous description (i.d.) of 91 at time k is the (n + 1)-tuple 
I(91; k) = (s, x lmy 1 ..... xnmy~) where 
(1) s is a member of K u {sA, SR}; 
n 
(2) for i = 1 .... , n, xi andyi are in (Z' U {$})*, xi yi  = ti$, ~i=l  L(xi) = k, 
and m is a distinguished symbol, not in 2:~3 {$}, which denotes the 
position of the read head. 
(b) The computation of <tl,..., tn) by 91 is a sequence of i.d.'s 
1(91; 0),...,I(91; k), where min(L(t,)) + 1 < k < Zin=l (L(ti) + 1), such 
that 
(1) 1(9I; O) = <s o , mtl$ ..... mtn$); 
(2) for 0 • j <: k, if 1(91; j )  = (s, x lmyl , . . . ,  xrmay r ..... Xnmyn) where 
(i) s is in K, F(s) = r; (ii) xroy ~ = t~$, and a is in 27 U {$}; (iii) 
xiy~ = ti$ for i :/: r; then 
I(91;j + 1) = <M(s, o), w~ ..... w~) 
t t where % = xramy r and w, = ximyi for i :# r. 
(3) I(91; k) = (s, w 1 ..... w,), where s is in {SA, SR} and for at least one i, 
wi = ti$m. 
It is clear from Definition 1 that the integer k exists and is unique. 
An n-DA 91 accepts an n-tuple <t 1 ..... t~) if the computation of<tl ..... tn) terminates 
with 91 in state sA. We denote by T(91) the set of n-tuples of words accepted 
(alternatively, defined) by 91. ~ ,  denotes the class of sets of n-tuples of words defined 
by n-DA's. 
One defines nondeterministie n-tape finite automata, n-NDA's, by generalizing 
the definition of the next state function of an n-DA to a function from a state-symbol 
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pair into the class of subsets of K t3 {SA, SR}. Acceptance by an n-NDA is then 
defined in analogy with the one-tape case (see Rabin and Scott [4]). We let ~4#n denote 
the class of sets of n-tuples of words accepted by n-NDA's. Since the detailed structure 
of n-NDA's is not germane to our investigation, we refer the interested reader to 
References [2], [5], or [7] for such details. 
1.2. Summary of Results on ~n and 
We present, without proof, a number of results concerning various properties 
of ~ and ~ which will be used in succeeding sections. The interested reader is 
referred to the references cited for proofs of these results. 
THEOREM I [2, 5]. I f  a set A is in ~ , then the projection of A on any coordinate 
is a regular set (i.e., is in ~r 
Since N,, _C -/fin for all n, one obtains 
COROLLARY 1.1 [4]. I f  A is in ~n,  then the projection of A on any coordinate 
is regular. 
THEOREM 2 [4]. (a) For all n, ~n is closed under complementation. (b) For n > 1, 
~,~ is not closed under union or intersection. (c) [5] For n > 1, ~ is not closed under 
concatenation, closure, or reversal. 
THEOREM 3 [2, 5]. (a) For all n, ~ is closed under union, concatenation, closure, 
and reversal (b) For n > 1, ~ is not closed under complementation r intersection. 
The observation that ~4~ is closed under the operations which, in the one-tape 
case, are used in the Kleene-Myhill theorem (cf. [4]), presages the following result. 
THEOREM 4 [2, 5]. For all n, .Wn is the smallest class of subsets of In(2) which 
contains the finite sets of n-tuples of words over X, and which is closed under a finite 
number of applications of the operations of union, concatenation, and closure. 
COROLLARY 4.1 [5]. ~ is the closure of ~ under union, concatenation, and closure. 
DEFINITION 3. If Z is an alphabet, we define 
& = (z  x u ({e} x z x u --. u x z ) .  
An n-regular expression over X is a regular expression over S~. 
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Theorem 4 can be paraphrased: 
Tvmom~M 5 [5]. Given an n-NDA % 
expression denoting T(~). 
COROLLARY 5.1 [5]. Given an n-DA % 
expression denoting T(~). 
one can effectively find an n-regular 
one can effectir find an n-regular 
2. ~ULTITAPE REWIND AUTOMATA 
2.1. Definition and Immediate Consequences 
DEFINITION 4. An n-tape (n > 0) rewind automaton, n-RA, is a 9-tuple 
(K, R, sA, sR, ~, $, F, M, so), where 
(1) K is a finite set (of states) of the form 
K = {(x, S) : x6K #, S ~ P({1, .... n})} for some finite set K#;  
(2) R is a finite subset of (K # • {~}) -- {So}; 
(3) sA, sR, L', $, and F are as with n-DA's (Definition 1); 
(4) M (the next state function) is a function on K • (L' L~ {$}): 
(a) M:(K # •215 # x{S))- -R,  
(b) for q in K # • {S}, 
M(q, $) is in R W {SA, SR} U (K # • {(S t.j {F(q)})}) if #(S)  < n -- 1, 
M(q, $) is in R u {s^, sR} if #(S)  = n -- 1. 
(5) s o is in K # • {o} (the initial state). 
As with an n-DA, we often denote an n-RA as (K, R, 3/, F, So) for brevity. 
An n-RA acts much as does an n-DA, except hat, by transferring to a state in R, 
which can be done when an end-tape symbol is scanned, the n-RA rewinds all its 
tapes simultaneously. 
DrFiNrrxoN 5. We define the i.d. of an n-RA just as we did for an n-DA. Let ~I 
be an n-RA (K, R, sn, sR, Z', $, F, M, So). The computation of an n-tuple (t t ..... in) 
by 9~ is a sequence of i.d.'s I(~I; 0),..., I(~I; k) .... such that 
(1) I(~ 0) = (so, mt~$,..., turnS); 
(2) for j >~ 0, if I(~; j)  ---- (s, xlmy I ,..., xrmoy. .... x.my.),  where (i) s is 
in K and F(s) ---- r; (ii) x.oy, = tr$ and a is in 27u {$}; (iii) x~y~ = ti$ 
for i 4: r, then we distinguish two eases; 
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(a) if M(s, o) r R, then/(9[; j + 1) = (M(s, a), w[ ..... w~> 
where w" : x~amy~ and w~ = x,rny~ for i r r. 
(b) if M(s, or) ~ R, then I(~; j + 1) = (M(s, or), mt~$,..., mt~$>. 
An n-RA 9/ halts in its computation of (t  I ,..., tn> if for some finite k, I(9I; k) ----- 
<s, w 1 ..... w~), and s is in {SA, SR}; it follows from Definition 4 that this k is unique 
if it exists. I f  no such k exists, the n-RA is said to be in a loop (i.e., its computation 
is not of finite length). 
An n-RA 9~ accepts an n-tuple (t  1 .... , t~> if I(~[; k) : (SA, Wl ,..., w~) for some k. 
(Clearly, for at least one i, wi = tiSm. ) ~ denotes the class of sets of n-tuples of 
words accepted (or defined) by n-RA's. 
It  is clear from Definition 5 that an n-RA can avoid accepting a given n-tuple of 
words either by halting in state sR, thus rejecting the n-tuple, or by entering a loop. 
It would clearly be preferable to have a loop-free model, one which halts on all inputs. 
We now show that this is always possible. 
We call a state of an n-RA 9.I = (K, R, M, F, So) quasi-initial if it is a member of R. 
LEMMA 1. An n-RA ~[ goes into a loop in the computation of an n-tuple 
(t l  ..... in) iff some quasi-initial state o f~ is entered more than once in the computation. 
Proof. I f  no quasi-initial state is entered more than once, then, since the n-RA 
9~ computes at most Y~n= 1 [L(t,:) + 1] time units between rewind transitions (transitions 
to members of R), 91 must halt after no more than (#(R) + I ) .  (~=1 (L(ti) + 1)) 
time units. It  follows that 9I can enter no loop. 
Conversely, assume that some quasi-initial state s is entered more than once in 
the course of the computation of (t  1 ..... tn). In particular assume that for/'1 and 
J~ > J l ,  I('a; Jl) =~ <s, mtl$,... , mtn$ ) = I(~I; j~). The deterministic behavior of 9i 
(Definition 5) clearly implies that /(9/; 2j2 -- .]1) = (s, mtx$ ..... mt,$>. Indeed this 
generalizes to the assertion that, for all integers c ~ 0, 
I[9I; Jl + c(je --/'1)] = I(~/;/'1). 
The n-RA is thus in a loop. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. Given an n-RA 9/, one can effectively find a loop-free n-RA ~ such 
that = 
Proof. Let 9 /= (K, R, SA, SR, Z, $, F, M, So) with #(R)  = k, R = (st ,..., s~}. 
We define ~B = (K', R', SA , SR , Z, $, F', M',  s~), where 
(1) K'  : {[(x, c 1 ,..., cx), S] : (x, S) is  in K, and each c i is in {Y, N}, where Y 
and N are new symbols}; 
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(2) R'  = {[(x, c x ..... ca), S] in K ' :  (x, S) is in R}. 
For t in K ' ,  let t = [(x, cx ..... ck), S], where s = (x, S) is in K and each ci = Y or N. 
(3) Y'(t) = F(s); 
(4) (i) I f  a is in Z', then 
M'(t, a) = [(y, c a ..... ca), T], where M(s, a) = (y, T); 
(ii) if M(s, $) is in {SA, SR}, then 
M'(t, $) = M(s, $); 
(iii) if M(s, $) : (y, T) is in K - -  R, then 
M'(t, $) ---- [(y, c 1 ..... c~), T]; 
(iv) if M(s, $) = st = (y, T) (1 ~< i ~< k) is in R, then 
~[(y, c, .... , Ci_l, Y, c;+, ,..., c,), T] if c, ---- N, 
M'(t, 8) 
tsR if c ;= Y; 
(5) s o = [(x, N ..... Y),  ~]  where s o = (x, ~) .  
Essentially, $ consists of '~ with k binary "f l ip-f lops" to check that no quasi-initial 
state of '~I is entered more than once in a computation. I f  '~ would enter some member  
of R a second time, ~3 halts in s a . Clearly, if an n-tuple is accepted by r it is also 
accepted by ~3. I f  an n-tuple is not accepted by '~I, it is rejected by ~3; i.e., T(~3) = T(~). 
By Lemma I, ~3 is loop-free. Thus  ~ is the desired n-RA. Q.E.D.  
Theorem 6 assures us that, with no loss of generality, we can consider only loop-free 
n-RA's  in the sequel. 
2.2. Boolean Closure Properties of ~n 
THEOREM 7. For all n, ~8,, is closed under the operations of complementation, 
intersection, and union. In other words, ~ is a Boolean algebra. 
t t Proof. Let ~ = (K, R, SA, SR, L', $, F, M, So), and let ~3 --- (K', R', SA, SR, l ,  $, 
,) F' M'  s o ~ 9 
(a) Let cg = (K, R, s A , SR, I ' ,  $, F, M", So) , where M'(s, a) = M(s, o) for a in %', 
t s A if M(s ,$ )=s  R 
M'(s,$) = ,s a if M(s,$) =s  A 
M(s, $) otherwise. 
Obviously, T(Y) = In(%' ) - -  T(9I), the complement of T(~ O. 
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(b) Let ~3 =- (K", R", S'A , S~ , Z, $, F", M", So), where 
(1) K" = K u K 'u  {q} where q =- (q', Z) is a new symbol, not in K u K'; 
(2) R" = R v n '  u {q); 
(3) F"(q) = F'(So), 
F"(s) = t F(s) for s in K 
IF'(s) for s in K'; 
(4) (i) M"(q, a) = M'(s o , a) for a in 27 L) {$}; 
(ii) for s in K, 
M"(s, a) = M(s, or) for a in 27, 
{q if M(s, $) = SA 
M"(s, $) := ~M(s, $) otherwise; 
(iii) for s in K', 
M"(s, a) = M'(s, a) for ~ in 27 u {$}. 
Clearly, s accepts an n-tuple if, and only if, both 92 and ~3 accept he n-tuple. Thus 
= T(92)n 
(c) Since T(9/) ,.9 T(~) ~-- In -- {[I, -- T(9~)] n [I n -- T(~)]}, parts (a) and (b) 
demonstrate he closure of ~n under union. 
Thus, ~n is a Boolean algebra. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Characterization of~,  
THEOREM 8. For all n, :~n is the Boolean closure of ~n ; that is, :~  is the smallest 
class of subsets of In, which contains ~ , and which is closed under a finite number of 
applications of complementation, union, and intersection. 
Proof. Let :~,~ be the Boolean closure of ~n.  By Theorem 7 and the obvious 
inclusion of ~ in ~n,  we have that ~n _C :~n. 
We prove that ~n C.~n, establishing the equality of the classes, by presenting 
an algorithm which, given an n-RA 9/, finds a representation f T(9/) as a finite 
Boolean combination of sets in Nn. The theorem will follow from the validation of 
the algorithm. 
Let 9 /= (K, R, M, F, So) be an n-RA with R = {s 1 ..... s~}. We assume, as usual, 
that 9/is loop-free. 
Step 1. We begin by constructing a (k + 2)-node directed graph, the rewind 
graph of 9/, denoted R(9/). We establish a one-one correspondence b tween the node, 
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of the graph and the set {So, st ..... sk, SA}; for simplicity of exposition, we shall 
identify a node and its corresponding state. We make a connection (a directed line) 
from node q to node p (q G {s o , st ..... sk} and p ~ {s t ..... s~, sA} ) in the graph if and 
only if state p is accessible (in ~) from state q by means of a path of the form 
q = rl ,  re ..... r,n,p (m ~> 1) (l) 
with each r~(l < i ~< m) in K --  R. 
OBSERVATION 1. The rewind graph of ~I is loop-free. 
Observation 1 is a corollary of Lemma 1. 
Now, assume that a given n-tuple of words is accepted by 2I. It follows by definition 
of acceptance that the n-tuple defines a path of states of the form: 
So = qo, r0o, r01 .... , r~  o , qt,  rl0 ..... rl,n I , qz ..... qz, rxo ,..., r~.,%, sA, (2) 
where (i) x /> 0, (ii) the q,(1 < i ~ x) are distinct members of R, and (iii) each 
rij(O ~ i ~ x, 0 ~ j ~ mz) is in K -- R. Thus the n-tuple describes, in the obvious 
way, a path 
s o =qo--~qx--+q2-~ ...---~qx--+sA (3) 
through the rewind graph of 0.L 
Conversely, assume that an n-tuple describes a path of the form 
q--*p 
in R(92). The n-tuple must, by our construction, define a path of states of the form (1) 
in 92. Thus, by induction, if an n-tuple describes a path of the form (3) through 
R(~I), from s o to s A , it must define a path of states of the form (2) in 9A; in other words, 
the n-tuple must be accepted by 9.[. We thus have 
OBSmVATION 2. An n-tuple of words is accepted by 92 if and only if the n-tuple 
describes a path through the rewind graph of 92, starting at node s o and terminating at 
node s A . 
Observation 2 yields 
OBSERVATION 3. T(~) is the union, over all paths in R(~I) from s o to s^ , of the sets 
of n-tuples of words which describe ach such path. 
Note that, since R(9~) is loop-free (Observation 1), the number of such paths is 
finite. 
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Step 2. List all paths through R(92) which start with node s o and terminate 
with node s A . We thus obtain a finite number of rewind chains, each chain being a 
directed subgraph of R(~I) of the form 
. . . .  ~ (4) 
Given a chain of the form (4), we construct, for each subchain 
@-.-@ cs 
in the chain, an n-DA 92q~. The set of n-tuples of words which describe, in R(~), 
the path denoted by the chain will be precisely the intersection of the sets accepted 
by these n-DA's. 
We construct 92~ as follows: 
92q~, = (K, M~,, F, q) where, for all s in K, 
Mq~,(s, c~) = M(s, or) for ~ in 2; 
and 
t s A if M(s, $) ---- p, 
M,v(s,$) = s R if M(s,$)E((s A,sR}L:R) -{p},  
M(s, $) otherwise. 
It is clear that ~2Iq~ accepts all and only those n-tuples of words which lead 92 from 
state q to state p via a path of the form (1); that is, a path containing no intervening 
rewinds. In other words, 9.lq~ accepts precisely those n-tuples which describe the 
path (5) in the chain (4). The following observation is now obvious by induction. 
OBSERVATION 4. The intersection, over q in {so, ql ..... qr} and p in {ql .... , qr , SA}, 
of T(ggq~) is precisely the set of n-tuples of words which describe the path through R(92) 
denoted by the chain (4). 
Observations 3 and 4 assert hat any set in ~ can be represented asa finite union 
of finite intersections of sets in ~,~. Thus, s C o.qSn, which completes the proof 
of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
2.4. Kleene Closure Properties of ~n 
In this section, we show that #i n is not closed under the operations of concatenation, 
closure, or reversal for n > 1. All three results will follow from the same series of 
definitions and lemmas. 
For ease of exposition, we confine our attention to .~ .  The general case follows 
immediately. 
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DEFINITION 6. Let A be a set of pairs of words over ~'. 
(a) A pair of words (x ,y)  has property ~(A) if 
(1) L(x) > 0 and L(y) > 0; 
(2) there exists an infinite word t over ~', and an infinite sequence of 
prefixes ut, ulx , u2, u2x .... of t such that, for each i, (i) L(uf+l) > L(u~), 
and (ii) the pair/,uix , y )  is in A. 
(b) The set A is unbounded if, for every integer k, there exist wordsy and xy, 
with L(y)  > k and L(xy) > k, such that {x v ,y~ has property ~3(A). 
(c) The set .4 is bounded if it is not unbounded. 
We give an example of an unbounded set. 
LEMMA 2. The set of pairs of words 
L = {(0, e), (1, e)}* {(0, e)}({(l, e)}{(e, I)})* 
is unbounded with x~ = y, ul : O, and ui ~1 : uixuO for i > 1. 
The proof is obvious. 
LEMMA 3. The union of a finite number of bounded sets is bounded. 
Proof. We show that the union of any two bounded sets is bounded. The lemma 
then follows by the associative law. 
Assume, for contradiction, that there exist bounded sets A and B such that A U B 
is unbounded. By definition, for each integer k, there exist words y and x v , both of 
length exceeding k, such that {x~,y) has property ~(A w B). 
We first note that, if (x v ,y)  has property ~(A u B), then the pair has either 
~3(A) or ~(B). For let t be the infinite word of Definition 6 with prefixes Ul, ulx~, 
u2, uzx v .... , such that, for each i, L(ui) < L(u~+l) and (u ,xv ,y )  is in A U B. By 
definition of union, for each i, (u ixv ,y )  is in either A or B. It is clear from the 
infinitude of the sequence u~, ulx v,... that there must be an infinite subsequence 
u 6 , u6x ~ .... of prefixes of t with );, < j,,,.l such that, for at least one of A and B, 
say A, for each m, (us, xv, y )  is in .4. Thus (xv, y? has either ~(A) or ~(B). 
Now, since the range k .'> 0 is infinite, and since for each such k there is a pair 
of words (x v ,y)  each of length exceeding k, with property ~(A u B), it follows 
from the preceding paragraph that, for at least one of A and B, say A, for each k > 0, 
there are words y and xu, both of length exceeding k, such that (xv, y)  has property 
gl(A). In other words, A is unbounded. 
Therefore, whenever A t./B is unbounded, either A or B is unbounded. Q.E.D. 
In order to reach the main theorem of this section, we must investigate some 
structural properties of n-DA's. 
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DEFINITION 7. An n-tuple (x: .... , x~) of words over 27 U {$} is complete with 
respect o an n-DA 9~ if, when 9~ is started in its initial state on the n-tuple, then for 
~Z 
some state s of 2, Ilia; ~.i=: L(xl)] ~ (s, xlm,..., xnm ). 
Under the conditions of Definition 7, we say that s : M(so, (x I ..... xn)), thus 
inductively extending the next state function of 9.1. It is obvious that, without 
affecting the computing power of n-DA's, we can alter our model so that the automaton 
halts (i.e., enters s A or sR) when, and only when, all end-tape symbols have been 
scanned. Without further ado, we assume, whenever convenient, hat, for all n-DA's 9J, 
and for all n-tuples (t:  ..... tn) , that (t:$ ..... tn$ ) is complete w.r.t. ~. 
LEMMA 4. [f (x 1 . . . . .  Xn) is complete w.r.t, the n-DA 9~ = (K, M,F ,  so) , then, for all 
n-tuples ( y: ..... y , ) ,  m(so, (x:y i$ ..... x ,y ,$ )  ) = m[m(so,  (x: ..... x,)), (y :$  ..... y,~$) ].
Proof. The proof is obvious by definition. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be any unbounded subset of 
L = {(0, eS, ( I ,  e)}* {(0, e)}({(1, e)}{ie, 15})*, 
and let B 1 ..... B r be sets in ~2 . I f  A is contained in B 1 53 B~ 53 ... rh Br , then there 
is a set C, which is also contained in B: (3 B~ (h ... 53 B r , and C is not a subset of L. 
Proof. Since the set A, which is unbounded by hypothesis, is a subset of L, we 
are assured that, whenever a pair of words (xv, y )  has property s~(A), the word x u 
has a suffix which is a string of ones. Moreover, by choosing the integer k of Defini- 
tion 6(b) sufficiently large, we can be sure that the length of the suffix of the 
corresponding x v which is a string of ones exceeds any fixed constant m. 
Now A is a subset of the intersection of the B~ ; it must therefore be a subset 
of each individual B i . From each B i we find a set C i ; the intersection of the sets C~ 
will be the set C of the lemma. 
Let ~3 i be a 2-DA which defines Bi ,  for i -= 1 ..... r, and let 2~, be one of the ~3 i ; 
say that ~ has m states. Since A is unbounded, there are words y and xu, both of 
length exceeding m, such that (x~ ,y )  has property ~(A). Let y --  1 k for k ~ m. 
Then x u is either of the form w01 k for some fixed word w or of the form 1 k-j for 
some fixed j <: k. In this latter case, we are assured by Definition 6(b) that k --  j ~ m. 
Let t be the infinite length word of Definition 6(a), and let ul,  u~ ,... be the infinite 
sequence of prefixes of t. Consider the action of ~3~ when started on the pair of words 
(t, y).  Two cases arise. 
(1) Assume first that there is a prefix z of t such that ( z ,y$)  is complete w.r.t. 
~3~. By definition, ~3~ is restricted, after scanning (z, y$) ,  to reading from the first 
tape. It follows that there must be an unbounded number of prefixes ua of t which 
lead ~3~ to the same state s -= M(so, (uh, y$)). I f  x u is of the form w01 k, then we 
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consider, instead of s, the state s' = M(s o , (uhwO, y$)). Starting from this state 
(s if x v ~- 1 ~-~ and s' if xv = wOl~), as ~3, reads the terminal string of ones, some 
state of ~ ,  must be entered at least twice (since h - - j  > m), say after reading 1 * 
and I b for some a < b ~< k - - j .  It is clear that this same state must be entered, 
for all integers c ~> O, after reading la+e~b-aL Therefore, for all integers c >~ O, the 
word 1 ~-j~+~b-~ if s, or I ~+e~-a~ if s', must lead ~8, to state s A [since (u~x~, y )~ A 
and A _C T (~) ] .  Thus T(~,)  must contain the set 
C~ = {(xl", 1 *) : k > m, (xl  k, 1 k) ~ A, and n ~ k(mod b --  a)}. 
(2) Now assume that there is no prefix z of t such that (z,  y$)  is complete w.r.t. ~ .  
There must then be a prefix v of y such that, after ~ scans v on the second tape, 
~Bp initiates no further reads on the second tape until the end-tape symbol has been 
scanned on the first tape. In other words, there is a prefix z of t and a prefix v o fy  
such that (z, v) is complete w.r.t. ~ ,  and for all w such that zw is a prefix of t, 
(my, v) is also complete w.r.t. ~B~. Let y = w ' .  It  is clear that in this case there 
must be an unbounded number of prefixes uh of t which lead ~ to the same state 
s :-=- M(s o , (ul,, v)); as in Case (1), if xy is of the form w01 *, we consider instead 
state s" =~ M(s o , (uhwO, v)). By an argument analogous to that of Case (1), there must 
exist integers a and b > a such that, for all c >~ O, M(s ' ,  ( i~ e)) = M(s' ,  (l*+e~b-% e)) 
where s ~ is s or s' according to the form of xy. Therefore, for all integers c ~> 0, 
M(so, (u^x~lr == s A . Once again this implies that T(~3,) contains C v . 
Thus, for each i = 1 ..... r, there are integers m~ and b, such that B~ = T(~3,) 
contains the set 
Ci = {(xl", 1 k) : k > b~, (xl  k, I s) E A, and n ~ k(mod mi)}. 
Therefore, B x c~ B 2 n ..- ~ Br must contain the set  
C:qnqn- . .nq .  
Clearly C = {(xl", I k) : k > max{bi}, (xl  k, 1')  ~ A, and n -=-- k(mod lcm(ml, .... mr))) 
is not a subset of L. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9. For n > 1, ~, ,  is not closed under concatenation, reversal, or closure. 
Proof. We prove the result for ~ .  The proof for general n follows from considera- 
tion of L'  : L • [{e}] ~-2. 
(1) The setL  1 : {(0, e), (1, e)}* {(0, e)} is in ~2 and hence in 3~ z . 
(2) The setL 2 = ({(l, e)}{(e, 1)})* is in ~ and hence in ~2.  
(3) The set L ---- L1L ~ is not in ~2.  
Assume that L were in .qt? 2. It  would then follow by the proof of Theorem 8 that 
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one can find sets C1 ,..., Cr, where each C~ is the intersection of a finite number 
of sets in ~2,  such that L = C 1 k) C~ u --. w Cr. 
Now since L is unbounded (Lemma 2), it follows by Lemma 3 that at least one 
of the C~, say CI, is an unbounded subset of L. Since C 1 is the intersection of a 
finite number of sets in ~2,  it follows by Lemma 6 that C 1 contains a set B which 
is not a subset of L, which contradicts the assumption that the union of the C~ is 
precisely L. It follows that L is not in ~2.  
(4) Since L 1 is in N2 and L~ is in ~2,  but L is not, we have shown that N~ 
is not closed under concatenation. 
(5) L r = (L1L~) r = L~rL1 r ~- L~Llr. It is obvious that L r is in ~ and 
hence in ~t .  Since L is not in ~,  we have shown that ~2 is not dosed 
under reversal. 
(6) The set L 3 = L2{(a, e}}, where a is a symbol not in {0, 1}, is obviously 
in ~, ,  and hence is in ~2- 
Our method of proof also shows that L{(a, e}} -- LIL z is not in ~2.  
Assume now that ~ were closed under closure. Since L 1 and L z are in ~,  and 
since ~2 is closed under union, it would follow that (L1 u Lz)* were in ~2. By the 
closure of ~2 under intersection, it would then follow that 
H = (/,1 U Lz)* c~ L~/z({0 , 1}){(a, e>} 
would be in ~2. One can easily see, however, that H -- L 1 9 L z which is not in ~z.  
Thus ~ is not closed under closure. 
Thus ~z is not closed under concatenation, closure, or reversal. Q.E.D. 
A persual of the proof of Theorem 9 shows that we have actually proved 
COROLLARY 9.1. For n > 1, ~ is not closed under concatenation, closure, or 
reversal of sets in ~n . 
2.5. Relationships among the Multitape Classes 
We first consider the relationship of ~,~ to ~ and to ~,~. 
THEOREM 10. For n > 1, (a)([5]) ~/s  properly contained in .A/'~, and (b) ~,~ is 
properly contained in ~n.  
Proof. That ~ is included in both ~ and ~n is obvious by definition. The 
propriety of the inclusion in ~ follows from Theorems 2(c) and 3(a). The propriety 
of the inclusion in ~n follows from Theorems 2(b) and 7. Q.E.D. 
We now consider the relationship between ~ and ~n,  
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THEOREM 11. For n > 1, M/n and ~,~ are incomparable in the sense that 8 , - -  
d / ,  # ~ and J f ' , - -a t ,  ~ ~.  
Proof. (a) Consider the following sets in ~2 : 
Hx = ({;0, e)}{(e, 0)} u {(1, e)}{(e, 1)})*; 
//2 = {{0Pl',0', 0q '0 ' )  : p, q, r, s ~> 1}. 
By Theorems 7 and 10, Ha ~ 92 is in ~2- One can easily see that H 1 n H 2 = 
{(0nln0",0"l"0 ) : n ~> 1}, so that the projection of H 1 n H z on either coordinate 
is not context-free (see [I] for definition and verification), and hence is not regular. 
By Theorem 1, Ha n H 2 is not in Jff2- 
Now, letting H~ ---- H 1 x [{e}] n-2 and H~ = H s X [{e}] "-2, we find that H~ n H~ is 
in'On -- JV',. Thus, forn > 1 ,~,  --.4r, # ~. 
(b) Recall the sets L 1 and L 2 of Theorem 9. By Theorem 3(a), for all n, 
L ----- (L~ x [{e}]n-2)(L. X [{e}] n-2) is in ./f~,,, while by Theorem 9, L is not in ~.  
Thus, for n > !, JV, -- S~ # ~. Q.E.D. 
Finally we show that our n-RA's are not as powerful as two-way n-tape finite 
automata, n-TA's. We shall depend on the informal description of n-TA's given 
by Rabin and Scott [4]. s 
Let Or n denote the class of set of n-tuples defined by n-TA's. 
THEOREM 12. FOr n > 1, ~ is properly contaitwd in ~m" n .
Proof. That .~  is contained in 3-~ is obvious. To show that the inclusion is 
proper we show that the set L ~ LIL 2 of Theorem 9 is in ~.  (Once again the 
generalization to arbitrary n is immediate.) Since L is not in ~s ,  the Theorem will 
be established. 
We informally describe a 2-TA 92 which defines L. 
Step 1. 92 scans along tape 1 until it encounters a 0 followed by a 1. If no such 
sequence is found, 92 halts and rejects the pair; otherwise Step 2 is executed. 
Step 2. 92 checks if the portions of tapes 1 and 2 to the right are the pair 
(1~$, lk$), for some k, by alternately reading a symbol from tape 1 and a symbol 
from tape 2. If the remainder is of the desired form, 92 halts and accepts the pair; 
otherwise, Step 3 is executed. 
Step 3. Having found an error condition, 92 alternately moves tapes 1 and 2 
to the right, scanning ones all the time, until at some such pair of moves, 92 scans 
s Recall that these two-way automata have both a begin-tape and an end-tape symbol on 
each tape. 
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a 0 on tape 1 and the begin-tape symbol on tape 2. 9.I then moves each tape a single 
square to the left, and it returns to Step 1. 
One can easily supply the details necessary to prove that T(~I) = L. Thus L is in 
--  ~2 .  Similarly, for all n, L • [{e}] n-~ is in ~ --  ~ .  Q.E.D. 
2.6. Decision Problems 
We state, without proof, several decision problems of ~ which are recursively 
unsolvable. The proofs are straightforward. The interested reader should consult 
the last section of [4] for the method of proof. 
THEOREM 13. The following problems are unsolvable for n-RA's *a and ~3 for n > 1. 
(a) Is T(U) = Z ? 
(b) Is T(U)finite? 
(c) Is T(m) = I.? 
(d) Is T(2) in ~n ? 
(e) Is T(~) in ~ ? 
(f) Is T(92) C~ T(~) = Z ? 
(g) Is T(~) c T(~) ? 
(h) Is T(~) = T(~)? 
(i) Does 9.[ halt on any input ? 
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